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Give You Blue
Allen Stone

YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kw2npCQUAbc

Notes:
   - He plays a bit with the chords on the measure, so if you want to play it
exactly like he does,
     watch the video carefully. I have only written down where the chords
generally fall on the
     lyrics, which cannot capture all of the subtleties

   - I m not sure if that s a D that he strums at the end of a verse (or slides
sometimes)

Chords
------
Dm7     x57565
Gm11    3x331x
C7      x35353
D       xx0232
A7#5    5x566x
Bbmaj7  x1323x
F       133211

Dm7                  Gm11
Well I cant stop the rain
C7                  Dm7  D
But I will keep you dry
Dm7                      Gm11
When the shore feels far away
C7              Dm7   D
I ll be by your side

                  Gm11 A7#5
When the storm arriiiiivvves
               Dm7 / C7 / Bbmaj7
I will shelter you
Bbmaj7           Gm11
When your sky is grey
C7              Dm7
I will give you blue
Dm7              Gm11   Dm7
When your sky is grey
       C7       Dm7      F
I will give you blue



Dm7            Gm11
I can t move a mountain
C7              Dm7  D
Cuz I am just a man
Dm7                      Gm11
Well I cannot move whats happening
C7         Dm7          D
But I will understand

                Gm11  A7#5
Although it may hurt,
                  Dm7 / C7 / Bbmaj7
I ll tell you the truth
Bbmaj7           Gm11
When your sky is grey
C7              Dm7
I will give you blue
Dm7              Gm11
When your sky is grey
C7                    F(strum down)
I will give you blue

(guitar only part, he just plays on the same chord, doing some hammer-ons,
pull-offs, slides etc.)

Dm7                  Gm11
Well I cant stop the rain
C7                   Dm7    D
But I will wipe your tears
         Dm7                    Gm11
Though I wish I could take what hurts you
C7          Dm7
Make it disappear

Dm7            Gm11  A7#5
I cant work no miracles
                      Dm7 / C7 / Bbmaj7
But I know what I can do
Bbmaj7            Gm11
When your sky is grey
C7              Dm7
I will give you blue
Dm7              Gm11
When your sky is grey
C7              Dm7
I will give you blueï»¿


